2.1. Love

Love is needed in relationship and loves needs sacrifice. Love can not be separated from human being because they can know each other and make relationship based on love. Love is concerned with feeling. It means that love is a feeling of caring more someone else, which result happiness.

Love is just when two people love each at her not the body friend and girl friend thing but when they live each day to see each other faces. So dun take love the wrong way because you fall it you can never get others. People who fall in love and get married generally feel they are doing the right thing. They normally also have strong from their families and friends from community. In a general, from this perspective romantic love may well be functional by inducing individuals to become husbands and wives, fathers and mothers. Thereby creating the new round of nuclear, families needed each generation.

There are many definition of love. Like: according of Emily Dickinson is a famous woman because she is write good love poems. She says “love is everything”. Usually, Emily’s love poems come from her unrequited love of a beloved man. In her love poems Emily’s show that love is more than life and death. It means without love, life is empty and love can make this life happy.
She say that love is the first creation in the world after human being.

According by Thomas Hardy love can make someone disappointed. He expresses how feeling to sorrow of love. His wife died suddenly, he began to write a series of love poems about his late wife. In this love poems, he is express sorrow of love who make life to be loneliness. In writing this poems, hardy’s always travelling especially visited places who forgettable with his late wife. With his wife died suddenly make hardy’s idea about love that love is happiness, disappointment, can make someone broken heart and unforgettable memories. But feeling alone do not make a great poems. There must also be a good poet must not only be able to feel, he must be able to express what he feels in memorable language and a unique style. We don’t know who this unhappy pair are, their particular grief have been dead these many years, but by his arts as a poet Hardy’s has immortal their sorrow for ourselves.

2.2 Kinds of Love

There are several greek words for kinds of love that one regularly to in Christian circles.

1. Storge

Storge refers to familial love. The characteristic of storge are want to help, give attention, honourable and like to protect. For example: in the warm affection that parents have to ward their children because a deep and abiding affection.
Storge is the Greek word for natural affection which applies to familial love such as the love of a parent to ward a child. Storge is also the form of love between friends. In this love, may be used as a general term to describe the love between exceptional friends and the desire for them to care compassionately for one other.

Storge lovers are friends first and the friendship can endure even beyond the break up the sexual relationship. In this love, describe affection love applies within families or among those who find themselves spending a lot of time together.

1. Eros

Eros is for passionate love. It’s most often associated with sexual desire, it’s not a necessary part of love but usually accompanies romantic love. There are three meaning of Eros, those are a winged figure of a child representing love and power, physical love or sexual desire and a type of love that seeks fulfillment without violation of something else.

According to Plato, Eros represents the interior force that drags man to ward everything good, true, and beautiful. This attraction indicates, in this case the intensity of a subjective act of human spirit. Eros, in fact is the guiding of the sensual or sensitive man to ward what is transcendent. The force that directs the soul to ward the world of ideas.
2. Agape

Agape is love that is spiritual, not sexual, in its nature. There are three definitions of Agape: they are the love of God or Christ for human kind, the love of Christians for other persons who corresponding to the love of God for human kind and selfless love of one person for another without sexual implications.

From explanation in above, I conclude that Agape is an active, rational self and sacrificing love. It’s often associated with the love that God has for humanity, the object receiving the love doesn’t anything to especially deserve it.

3. Philia

Philia means friendship love. Philia is stronger because it’s more by choice. Philia for neighbourly love. The bands of friendship that blind us together in communicity. In this love for love refer to brotherly love, including friendship and affection.

In this kind love, it is not sexual in nature, and Philia is the embodiment of everything a true, meaningful friendship represents. I have often counseled teenagers that they should pursue Philia love with a prospective girlfriend or boyfriend well before they contemplate any other kind of love.
2.3 Relationship between Literature with Idea

Thomas hardy and Emily Dickinson have same attitudes idea about love. People who make an analysis of love poems by Emily Dickinson in his thesis, says : love can make someone disappointed. Beside it, She says “ love is everything”. Usually, Emily’s love poems come from her unrequited love of a beloved man. In her love poems Emily’s show that love is more than life and death. It means without love, life is empty and love can make this life happy. She say that love is the first creation in the world after human being. While according to Thomas Hardy love can make someone disappointed. He expresses how feeling to sorrow of love. His wife died suddenly, he began to write a series of love poems about his late wife. In this love poems, he is express sorrow of love who make life to be loneliness.